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Development of portable highmobility ROV for inspection of
underwater structure
Ikuo Yamamoto
Nagasaki University, Japan
Background: Underwater structures such as renewable energy
port and dam are required to inspect cracks and damages
periodically. The author developed portable high-mobility ROV
(Remotely Operated Vehicle) for inspection and successfully
tested in the sea and in the deep dam. The ROV has features
of small scale, stable and light weight. Also, it has underwater
compact camera, led light, tether cable and GPS in the body and
base monitor and operation station in the small case. In addition,
small tidal velocity sensor is equipped for sensing current speed
and used for its feed forward control. The ROV won the best ROV
in techno-ocean world competition of underwater robotics in
2012 and Okinawa offshore robotics contest in 2014, 2015 and
2016.
Methodology & Theoretical Orientation: The frame of ROV is first
designed by CAD to be a structure based on the principal of upper
float and lower weight which provides a well-balanced body. The
ROV is controlled by thrusters and a micro-computer is utilized
as a controller. The size of ROV is small whose specifications
are length 60 cm, width 40 cm, height 20 cm and weight 6 kg.
The depth of cruising is 100 m. The frame is made of an impactresistant polyvinyl chloride pipe.

Recent Publications

Findings: The ROV is designed to be light (portable) and high
maneuverability (stable and quick response of moving) in the
sea. The cruising tests have been successfully conducted in the
sea.
Conclusion & Significance: The ROV can cruise in strong tidal
current condition (2.0 m/s) and record moving precise target and
2D barcode in the sea.
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